
GS Pave & Scape Sdn. Bhd.

Landscape Design

Description

Should you need further information, please feel free to contact us. Our
professional, amicable and zealous GS staffs will be glad to assist you.
Contact GS

Garden Hardscape
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Versatility Of GS Concrete Imprint

Description

Versatility Of GS Concrete Imprint GS Concrete Imprints are versatile in
detail and can accommodate any residential and commercial themes.
They are hardwearing and free from complicated maintenance
procedures. 

Should you need further information, please feel free to contact us. Our
professional, amicable and zealous GS staffs will be glad to assist you.
Contact GS

GS Concrete Imprint Value

Description

GS Concrete Imprint Value Our Concrete Imprints enhance the majestic
beauty of commercial building and create unlimited unique patterns and
colour themes. GS also creates a perfect showcase to add grandeur to
the gorgeous commercial development with multilevel of open space.
Concrete has been paving the way to connect the world for decades. Why
is concrete such a great pavement choice?

Best Visibility And Safety - Concrete reflects light, which increases
visibility and can save on street lighting costs. Reduced Wet Spray -
Concrete never ruts. There's NO risk of water accumulating in ruts and
causing hydroplaning. Best Traction Grip - Concrete pavements are easily
"roughed up" during construction to create a surface that provides
superior traction. Building Image Rigid For Life - Concrete actually
hardens over time. After its first month in place, concrete continues to
slowly gain 10 percent in strength during its life. Long-Term Value -
Concrete pavements are by far the best long-term value because of their
longer life expectancies and minimal maintenance requirements. Easy To
Repair - The durability of concrete minimizes the need for annual repairs
or maintenance. When repairs are necessary, they are typically smaller in
scope than asphalt pavements.

Should you need further information, please feel free to contact us. Our
professional, amicable and zealous GS staffs will be glad to assist you.
Contact GS
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GS Concrete Imprint System

Description

GS Concrete Imprint System is a specialized system in using concrete as
a decorative material by incorporating patterns and design in the concrete.
It utilizes the versatility of concrete to produce a variety of colours,
textures and patterns to enrich the beauty of your environment.

It is tough, durable and highly resistant to wear and tear. Most excitingly,
GS concrete imprint produces the appearance and feel of an expensive
and luxurious flooring at an affordable low cost.

The easy maintenance of GS Concrete Imprint ensures your peace of
mind and also keeping maintenance cost to a minimum. It even eliminates
weeding and thus ensuring you of a long-lasting weed free beautiful
surrounding.

GS can tailor-make the surface to be comfortable, hardwearing and non-
slippery to suit different development and construction requirements. GS
Concrete Imprint lands a clean and attractively natural look. It recreates
the feel and texture of natural stone, cobble brick or tile. With these
characteristics combining with its durability and resistant to wear and tear,
it is most suitable for driveways, pedestrian walkways, interior flooring,
showroom, pool surrounds, gardens and parks, shopping centres,
embankments, courtyards and car parks.

Should you need further information, please feel free to contact us. Our
professional, amicable and zealous GS staffs will be glad to assist you.
Contact GS

Tel 05-506 3811
Fax 05-506 1273
E-Mail gspav@yahoo.co.uk
Website www.gspav.com.my

GS Pave & Scape Sdn. Bhd.

No. 41A, Jalan Kuala Kangsar, 30010, Ipoh, Perak, Malaysia
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